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Anyone in the world can write a book if you have something to say. This book is about my opinions on
various topics. It is not meant to be of any value, but only as light reading. I came to the USA like so many
others as a foreign student with exactly $2,500 in borrowed money. I got my Master's and Ph.D. in Electrical
Engineering and worked in a dozen companies over a fifteen year period. Along the way I thought about
what America means to me, the good, the bad and the quite frankly bizarre features of America which in a
changing world means America has to change too. The good features of America in my opinion are the
constitutionally protected rights to free speech, a strong court and police system, almost fair elections, a
strong military, technology growth and development, a higher education system that brings students like me
half-way around the world to study in America. The bad features of America are rampant and uncontrolled
illegal immigration from Mexico of people with only a sixth grade education, the sense of entitlement these
people have about getting free education, free health-care and all at the taxpayer's expense. Then you have
uncontrolled government spending during wartime against Iraq, Afghanistan and North Korea. You have
wasteful programs like the Joint Strike Fighter which was promised to save money and instead is wasting it.
The truly bizarre features about America are the health-care system where we are not allowed to import
drugs from Canada, but are forced to buy the same drugs at vastly inflated prices in America, all so that the
pharmaceutical companies can make a profit. Thus the American public is subsidizing the research and
development of medicines so that the whole rest of the world can then buy those medicines at a fraction of
the cost Americans pay. I propose strange solutions in my book like selling school playgrounds to companies
so they can build factories on them. I want to fix health-care by barring any company in America from
providing health-care or pension benefits so as to give capitalism a true chance in fixing health-care. I
believe that if companies can give you only money and nothing more, then you have 300 million Americans
individually shopping for health-care and the cost will go down. Like Kerry said, give everybody Blue Cross
and protect those who are born with debilitating diseases. I voted for Obama and Kerry, but I am not a
democrat, I am an independent and I wish everybody in America was the same.
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From reader reviews:

Jose Anderson:

In this 21st millennium, people become competitive in each way. By being competitive today, people have
do something to make these people survives, being in the middle of the actual crowded place and notice by
surrounding. One thing that occasionally many people have underestimated that for a while is reading. Sure,
by reading a reserve your ability to survive enhance then having chance to remain than other is high. In your
case who want to start reading a new book, we give you this specific Me and America book as beginner and
daily reading guide. Why, because this book is more than just a book.

Marilyn Washington:

This book untitled Me and America to be one of several books this best seller in this year, that is because
when you read this guide you can get a lot of benefit in it. You will easily to buy this kind of book in the
book retailer or you can order it through online. The publisher in this book sells the e-book too. It makes you
quickly to read this book, because you can read this book in your Mobile phone. So there is no reason for
you to past this reserve from your list.

Judith Lucas:

The e-book untitled Me and America is the publication that recommended to you to learn. You can see the
quality of the reserve content that will be shown to anyone. The language that publisher use to explained
their way of doing something is easily to understand. The article author was did a lot of research when write
the book, so the information that they share for you is absolutely accurate. You also will get the e-book of
Me and America from the publisher to make you considerably more enjoy free time.

Annamarie Hernandez:

You can spend your free time to see this book this e-book. This Me and America is simple bringing you can
read it in the park your car, in the beach, train as well as soon. If you did not include much space to bring the
actual printed book, you can buy the particular e-book. It is make you easier to read it. You can save the
particular book in your smart phone. So there are a lot of benefits that you will get when one buys this book.
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